Metalsilk is a stylish and modern collection realized with a unique technique that involve two phases: a nonwoven surface laminated with a silky fabric is nextly laser engraved to bring out
and impressive luminescent effect between shiny designs and an
opaque background. The final result is extremely original and
refined; according with the different reflextion of the light the
product change in a spectacular play of light and dark that will
make alive the wall of your ambiences.We suggest to use a front
light to underline this effect that makes it seems the product a
perfect fusion of metals with silk.
A final touch of refinement is given by the particularity of the
designs, inspired from different elements suchas the sound wave,
oxidation of metals, casting paint; tracing an industrial style in
a more elegant key.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

T EC H N I C A L F E A T U R E S

Metalsilk is an authentic and unique Collection
in its genre. It reminds the brightness of the metal, the
roughness of the raw stone and the kaleidoscope’s geometry,
highlighting spacesand creating new surfaces.
To light up and give a distinctive sign to the ambient.

Texam Home, thanks to the creative philosophy “Research never end”
in few years, has become a leading brand on the high-end wallcovering
market. Our brand infact embody a resume of innovative high technology, exclusive materials and a unique style that stand out from the
crowd.
This harmonic mix permit to create every year remarkable and cutting edge products which express themselves in astonishing timeless
collections. Another fundamental aspect of Texam Home creations is
the feel that the material gives; it’s perceived as something completely
natural and organic avoinding any flat industrial effect. All the wallpaper’s surfaces are designed to obtain a three dimensional effect, to
reshape rooms and locations in order to nullify the optical barrier of the
wall, donating vitality to the whole space thanks to a perception of infinity. The technical skills unify to the brilliant innovations brought by
a qualified creative team makes it possible to ensure to the customers
top level products which are always precursors of fashion and trands of
the wallcovering world.

www.texamhome.com • export@texamhome.com • +35924917644
Floor 3, 21B Moskovska Str. 1000 SOFIA - Bulgaria

MS51

MS54

SOUNDWAVE

GOTHIC

MS21

MS22

MS27

37 cm / 14.5” → | ←
130 cm / 51.2”(±3%)

MS55

MS24

MS57

MS25

MS28

67 cm / 26.4” → | ←

MS57

130 cm / 51.2” (±3%)

DAMASK

MS33

MS34

MS31

MS35

MS36
75 cm / 29.5” → | ←

MS37

130 cm / 51.2” (±3%)

MS11

LINE

STARDUST

MS12

MS61

MS62
MS66

0 cm /0” → | 0

MS13

MS64

MS14

MS65

MS16

MS67

130 cm / 51.2” (±3%)

MS18

0 cm / 0” → | 0

MS15

130 cm / 51.2” (±3%)

MS17

TILE

32,5 cm / 12.8” → | ←

MS47

MS41

MS42

MS43

MS44

MS45

MS46

MS48
130 cm / 51.2” (±3%)

The portrayed colours may differ from reality

